Talstar insecticide

- Controls surface-feeding pests, including all ant species
- Compatible with herbicides, fungicides, other insecticides and liquid fertilizers
- Soil-binding properties allow insecticide to stay where it's placed
- Contains no odorous or plant-damaging solvents
- Water based
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Thompson irrigation nozzle filter

- Prevents sprinkler nozzles and microdrip emitters from clogging
- Available in Type 304 and Type 316 stainless steel
- Features a large conical element with more surface area than traditional Y- and basket strainers
- Available in various screen mesh options
- Can be outfitted with optional instrumentation packages
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2Wire irrigation decoder system

- Converts any commercial controller to a two-wire operation
- Can operate as many as 63 irrigation stations
- Can be mounted inside an existing controller or in a separate enclosure placed anywhere along the two-wire path as far as 3,000 feet from the controller
- Includes 2Wire Universal Senders, which connect the controller's terminal strips to the two-wire path
- Decoders can be installed at any location along the two-wire path and control one or two valves per station
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Power cup cutter

- Leaves crisp, sharp edges
- Powered by a Milwaukee hammer drill
- Root system stays intact
- There's no twisting or turning to cause crowning
- Plug removes easily without prying
- One battery cuts 18 holes
- Includes warranties for drill, batteries, charger and cutting unit
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Eagle 705/755 rotor
• Delivers water distribution in persistently windy areas
• Prevents a decreased distance of throw
• Features an inverse, wedge-shaped spray pattern
• Delivers a greater water mass up front
• Creates more inertia to contend with the wind
• Produces larger water droplets less likely to cause misting, fogging or drift
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Turf guard fence
• Protects fragile areas of the course from traffic
• Keeps carts on paths and allows turf to heal
• Provides a clean look
• Ideal in tight spots
• Can be used for hanging directional signs or warnings
• Has a powder-coated finish
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AccuAire core aerator
• FlexWing design allows aerator to follow the contours of the ground
• Solid steel frame and extrawide racks add weight
• Core spoons rotate on roller ball bearings
• Water tanks for extra weight are optional
• Equipped to use slicer blades or core spoons
• Available in 69- or 93-inch lengths
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Jet Black lake and pond dye
• Blend of environmentally friendly, nontoxic black dyes
• Formulated to reduce sunlight penetration
• Gives water features a natural, black color
• Each EZ SoluPak will treat one acre-foot or 325,000 gallons of water
• Waterproof overpack prevents accidental staining during product handling

Precision Laboratories

Cooler Pro
• Made of recycled plastic with a realistic wood-grain appearance
• Versions include a 48- or 100-quart Igloo cooler
• Cooler lid attaches to the Cooler Pro and can be detached to use the cooler separately
• Maintenance free

Par Aide

Weather station product catalog
• 20th anniversary edition
• Includes the company’s line of weather stations and data loggers
• Features the Sprayer Station, SpecMaps and the Crop TRAK mini IR thermometer
• AE50 WatchDog weather station information included

Spectrum Technologies